
BETTER THAN JUST GETTING ALONG
Romans 13:8-14 David B. Keller
Matthew 18:15-20 September 6, 2020
TEXT: Romans 13:8 “Owe no anything, except to love one another; for the one who loves another has
fulfilled the law.”  
PURPOSE: To urge us, in our relationships with each other, to practice the honesty, respect, and caring
confrontation which re-presents God’s love for us.  
______________________________________________________________________________

First of all, tomorrow is Labor Day.  The day traditionally marks the conclusion of
summer, but its fundamental purpose has always been to honor workers and work.  This
year, that honoring is of a very different character as the pandemic has revealed who the
real ‘essential workers’ are.  During the past six months – yes, we’ve been at this for half
a year – we’ve more clearly recognized how important, and how dangerous, is the work
of some our society’s most unrecognized and undervalued workers.  Aides in nursing
homes.  Hospital staff.  First responders.  Teachers.  Workers in our food supply chains,
from migrant vegetable pickers and meat packers to grocery store workers.  

I take much less for granted since the beginning of our global effort to reduce the
impact of this virus.  I rarely buy something without wondering about the people who
were involved in getting that item to a store.  It’s nice to see the signs, in people’s yards
as well as outside senior living facilities, honoring frontline workers as heroes.  I hope
we can find ways to move beyond appreciation to just compensation.  I think there’s
something out of kilter in a society which pays someone mega-millions to throw a ball
but can’t pay a nurse’s aide enough to buy food and pay her rent.  

Now, let’s talk about human relationships.  There’s a way of managing our
relationships which says that getting along with each other is the best way.  And ‘getting
along’ carries with it the idea that it’s best not to bring up incidents when someone
offends or hurts us.  Chances are, or so we think, confronting our offender with his
offense is likely not to resolve the problem, and is likely to make things worse.  We see
this played out most starkly in domestic violence situations– the victim learns that she
avoids more abuse by not confronting her abuser.  Whether it’s something as hurtful as
domestic violence or more trivial behaviors, ‘just getting along’ winds up getting in the
way of truly healthy relationships.  Is there a better way to relate to each other than ‘just
getting along?’  Jesus thought so.  The Apostle Paul thought so.  

For Jesus, the better way is to be practiced within congregations.  The directions
he gave in the passage we heard from Matthew’s Gospel instructs a believer who has
been hurt by another believer to let that person know that you’ve been hurt.  Just doing
that takes us beyond ‘just getting along’ into a conversation which might raise our blood
pressure just by anticipating it.  But, Jesus said, if the offender listens to you, that
restores the relationship.  And what we know about not raising the issue is that that
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approach doesn’t restore the relationship.  Rather, the hurt person becomes more
cautious, less open, and the offender, who may not even realize that what she said or did
caused hurt, wonders why the relationship has chilled somewhat.  

Jesus went on to say that if the offender wasn’t willing to hear that harm was
done, the offended person should try again, but this time bring along a few witnesses
who serve as a reality check.  If the offender continues to refuse to acknowledge the
hurt, then it’s time to tell “the church,” which certainly meant “the local congregation.” 
If the offender refuses to accept what the church thinks of the situation, then the offender
can no longer be part of the church.  One of the commentators I read noted that the
severity of the final action suggests that these instructions were meant to address serious
sin, not minor offenses.1  Think about clergy sexual misconduct compared with not being
thanked for helping out with a fundraiser.  But, even if excommunication is reserved for
the most arrogant offenders, if we don’t know how to summon the courage to raise a
concern regarding a relatively minor incident, how will we be able to properly handle a
really hurtful situation?  

There’s a basic conviction underlying these instructions which understands that
the behavior of an individual within a church community impacts the health of the
community as a body, and is the appropriate concern of the whole body.  We know how
true that is.  If one of us is upset with another one of us, and their conflict is not
resolved, it does cast a pall over the whole of our life, especially in a relatively small
church. The rest of us may not know what the problem is, but we can sense the
disturbance in the spirit of the congregation.  

A few years ago, people in this congregation worked together to compose and
adopt what we call our “Covenant of Grace.”  The covenant has a number of clauses
describing our norms for relationships.  One of them, titled “Always gentle, loving, and
open communication,” says this:  

“Our approach to dealing with difficult issues will be gentle and loving.
Whenever any of us has a disagreement with or criticism of another, 
we will communicate directly with that person, 
we will speak for ourselves only, 
and we will do so in the Christ-honoring 
and compassionate spirit of this covenant.  

1Boring, Eugene, The Gospel of Matthew in The New Interpreter’s Bible Vol VII; Nashville, Abingdon Press, 1995.
P. 378.
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We accept disagreement and conflict as normal and natural.”2  
Those words describe a way of being in community which clearly is better than just
getting along.  They describe a church which nourishes healthy, honest relationships, a
church takes good care of its people, and understands that confronting another member
about a hurtful experience is an act of love.  

Underneath this conviction that our individual relationships impact the health of
our life together is an understanding that churches are outposts of the Kingdom of God. 
Congregations don’t belong to their members.  We belong to God.  God made us for a
purpose, and one way of describing our purpose is that our way of being together
demonstrates what life in like in the realm where God is fully and firmly in charge,
which is to say, in the Kingdom of God.  Churches are demonstration projects, showing
the world that people can be in community in ways that are truly safe, and nurturing, and
respectful, and just.  We also acknowledge that we aren’t able to achieve this on our
own.  It is the Spirit of God, working out God’s purpose in and through us, which
enables us to relate to each other in kingdom-revealing ways.  

God, indeed, has given us a way to be in relationship which is far better than just
getting along, and that is the way of love.  In his first Letter to the Corinthians, Paul
introduced that famous “love chapter”– that is, Chapter 13, with these words: “And I will
show you a still more excellent way.”  (1 Cor. 12:31)  The way of love is far better than
the way of just getting along.  In the portion of the letter which Paul wrote to the
Christians in Rome which we heard this morning, Paul urged them, and through God’s
Spirit, urges us, to “owe no one anything, except to love one another; for the one who
loves another has fulfilled the law.”  (Romans 13:8)  

Jesus’ teaching about how to handle offenses was directed to our relationships
within the community of faith, the congregation.  In the part of Paul’s Letter to the
Romans from which today’s passage was taken, Paul was giving instruction about our
interactions with our neighbors out in the world.  All the commandments which have to
do with our relationships with others can be summed up, Paul said, by the commandment
to “love your neighbor as yourself.”  

We live in a time in which the intensity of divisiveness has become
overwhelming.  The world has gotten quite carved up.  There’s plenty of messaging
suggesting that it’s appropriate to recognize some people as our neighbors, and therefore

2You can find our entire “Covenant of Grace” on our website, www.southnewburyunionchurch.org/home/about.  

http://www.southnewburyunionchurch.org/home/about.
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worthy of our love, and to define other people as not our neighbors, and therefore not
worthy of our love.  People vilify candidates from the other political party.  The peaceful
protesters are neighborly; the rioters are not.  It’s ‘Black Lives Matter’ versus ‘All lives’
or ‘Blue lives’ matter.  Very rich and very poor people do not think of people in the other
group as neighbors. Refugees seeking asylum in our country are not loved as neighbors. 
Even “just getting along” has become increasingly difficult.  Actually relating to people
with whom we disagree is all but impossible.  The world to me seems more divided and
filled with anger than I can remember, including during the sixties, when protests
seeking civil rights and opposing the Viet Nam War turned violent and destructive.  

It is in this reality that our faith calls us to demonstrate the more excellent way,
the way of love.  Christ’s solution for the hostility and divisiveness wracking our world
is us.  Not that we have some magical power to get white supremacists and Black Lives
Matter advocates to hold hands and sing Kumbaya.  But Christ has called us, and
instructed us, and equipped us to demonstrate to the world that true community is
possible.  Our life together is not just for our sakes; it is for the sake of the world God
still loves enough to give Jesus, and to give the church which is his living body.  The
quality of community to which Christ calls us – a community in which we accept each
other and challenge each other, a community in which we encourage each other and hold
each other accountable, a community whose members listen deeply to each other and
nourish profound respect for each other – that community shows the world what it is like
for all God’s children to live together in peace.  

This is a weighty responsibility.  Thank God it comes with some astounding
promises.  After describing how church folk would deal with experiencing being hurt by
another member of the community, Jesus made two promises.  First, if two of us agree on
a request to God, God will see to it.  And second, Jesus will be present wherever two or
three gather in his name.  I don’t dare to explain these promises, or presume to
understand how they are realized.  Rather, I seek grace sufficient to trust them, and to let
them shape our way of being community.  God has called us to be evidence of the power
of love to heal every hurt, to overcome every division, and to right every wrong.  And,
God has assured us that through our prayer and Christ’s presence, we have everything
we need to be the means by which the world will be reconciled to God.  How much
better is the community and the purpose that God has in mind for us than just getting
along!  
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